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Since 2009 I had the idea to start my own business, but at that moment I had no idea what my 
life mission was. I felt that I came into this world for more than just living in my comfort zone, 
however, I didn't know yet how I could or would do this.  

I have been following René on social media for 10 years and I always find his topics very 
interesting and instructive. After following one of his super interesting presentations, I knew it. 

Everyone should know about body language, especially your own body language, in order to 
improve connections and the communication with others. I didn’t hesitate a moment and 
contacted René. Since then, our collaboration has been amazing and it changed my life 
completely! 

René is not only a Master who makes me discover and study the secrets of Body Language, 
however,  he is also my Mentor.  

From a woman who wanted to do business but didn't get "out of the box", let alone start 
posting live videos and articles on social media, I've evolved into an energetic, enterprising 
woman who enjoys every moment in life and entrepreneurship. 

René holds you accountable and responsible for your results. He shows you the path, gives you 
your map, but lets you make the walk yourself. He makes you realize that you are unique, even 
though there are thousands of coaches and trainers. 
 
I remember like yesterday asking: "Among all the others, how am I going to be successful?", he 
replied to me, "There's no one else like Nadia Burman, right?" With every challenge you 
encounter you can contact him, he is always there with advice and lets you become aware that 
every challenge is a moment to grow.  

I am in the start-up phase of my own company! In the meantime, I am recording my online 
training and there are already some bookings for on-site training. There are so many 
opportunities coming my way and I’m still grateful for investing in myself, René is the Mentor 
that every business leader needs!  

He holds up a mirror to you, makes you realize what you need to work on to create immense 
growth. He is honest and direct, respectful and has integrity. René wants to see YOU and YOUR 
company succeed!!  

With René you know exactly what you get, you are given everything you need to succeed, 
except your own results...that’s your responsibility. Take action, and think "Outside of the Box" 
this is how you create your "GPS to success" 
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